For trade only

New Items 2020

Additions for New and
Old Favourites

Wonderfully tactile and versatile construction pieces.
Watch as the element of movement is added to the play
scene - see the rollers roll across the floor in all directions.
Combine with our other building pieces, both small and
large, to create color matched Castles, Palaces and entire
Cities.
Motor skills are encouraged with the Stacking Game and
there is lots to discover with the various color sorting
options.
Increase construction options with the help of the wooden
coins, by combining with the large and small stacking rollers.

Large Building Rollers
Pastel

Large Building Rollers
Natural

10171

10173

H = 20/40/60/80/100/120/140/
160/180/200 mm, Ø 40 mm
25 pieces in wooden frame
Recommended Age: 3+

H = 20/40/60/80/100/120/140/
160/180/200 mm, Ø 40 mm
25 pieces in wooden frame
Recommended Age: 3+

H = 20/40/60/80/100/120/140/
160/180/200 mm, Ø 40 mm
25 pieces in wooden frame
Recommended Age: 3+

10172

Large Building Rollers
Rainbow

10312

Wooden Rainbow Coins
Ø 30/40 mm, H = 10 mm
24 Pieces
Recommended Age: 3+

10311

Wooden Pastel Coins
Ø 30/40 mm, H = 10 mm
24 Pieces
Recommended Age: 3+

10574

10573

10575

Stacking Game
Small Pastel Rollers

Stacking Game
Small Natural Rollers

Stacking Game
Small Rainbow Rollers

H 30/60/90 mm, Ø 30
12 pieces in sorting board
Recommended Age: 3+

H 30/60/90 mm, Ø 30
12 pieces in sorting board
Recommended Age: 3+

H 30/60/90 mm, Ø 30
12 pieces in sorting board
Recommended Age: 3+

What’s the weather like today?
We want to make an abstract topic comprehensible to
children in a hands-on way.

The beautiful shape and feel of the play pieces stimulates
the child’s imagination and stories about the weather can be
experienced and emulated: Let’s comfort Little Rabbit who
has hidden under his bed out of fear of the thunderstorm!
Through play fears can be processed and alleviated.
In form and shape, The Weather Building Set is perfectly
matched to our Large Twelve-Piece Rainbows.
All young builders, of both small and large worlds, can use
these pieces to bring sunshine to their day, to conjure up
lightning and thunder, or let snow and rain fall from the sky.
A good storm drives all the clouds from the sky so that the
sun can dry and warm everything once again.

Alphabet in Balance

10678

Building Set Weather
W = 54 - 210 mm, H = 60 - 138 mm
13 pieces
Recommended Age: 3+

70405

The Weather
Cardboard Book
17x17 cm
Recommended Age: 1+
26 pages, FCI certified 400g-Paper
made with ecological colors and
produced according to EU toy standard EN-71. Biting and saliva proof
with rounded corners.

We want to make the abstract
world of letters tangible.
Grimm’s wooden letters are
unique in their balanced shape.
In contrast to other decorative
letters, it is possible to stand
these letters up. They are also
perfect for decorating the seasonal and birthday table.
See Main Catalog 2019/20,
Page 75, Art.No. 60000 - 60250)

A little dream comes true

We are very happy with our first ever GRIMM’S book,
created in collaboration with the German illustrator
Sarah Settgast.
The 26-page board book uses 24 lovingly designed illustrations to tell stories about the weather and everything
associated with it. The 24 chosen themes are spelled out from our
GRIMM’S wooden letters and frame each illustration in both German and English.
Sarah Settgast illustrated almost 100 of our wooden toys and then included them into her
illustrations using collage technique.
There is a lot to discover in this book, because anyone who loves GRIMM’s toys will happily
search for the many toys made in our workshops that are hidden in the illustrations.
Even little ones will enjoy looking and telling stories together. The capital letters are wonderful
for early learning and also for the introduction to foreign language learning in primary school
or at home. And of course the board book is a delightful decoration for every season table.
An experience for the whole family and for all the senses!
Sarah Settgast is a glasses designer, freelance illustrator, author and publisher. Born in the
small Brandenburg town of Kyritz an der Knatter, she now lives in Berlin with her 7 and 8 year
old children. Her style is influenced by the Waldorf tradition. So far 3 children‘s books have
been published in German by the Deutsche Pappebuch Gesellschaft.
The bilingual Weather book
is produced in the last board
book factory in Germany
at Sachsdruck Plauen on
FCI-certified 400g paper
with ecological toy colours
and produced in accordance with the EU toy standard
EN-71. It is bite and saliva
proof and has rounded
corners.

10162

10161

H = 25 cm, Ø = 4/13 cm
Recommended Age: 3+

H = 25 cm, Ø = 4/13 cm
Recommended Age: 3+

Funny sorting game with 12 rainbow
dowels. Perfect storage for our
24 rainbow colored building rings
(10164).

Funny sorting game with 12 rainbow
dowels. Perfect storage for our
24 rainbow colored building rings
(10163).

Sorting Helper
Building Rings Rainbow

Sorting Helper
Building Rings Pastel

On a big trip

Our small wooden train
runs on all standard wooden
tracks as well as on smooth
flooring.
With this train, our rainbow friends can go on a
long journey or transport
ever-changing freight
from here to there.
09090

Building Set Wooden Train
17 pieces + string
Recommended Age: 4+
To connect the wagons, the string
is placed in a short loop over the
dowels and fixed with the base
plates.
.

10674

10690

Pastel Semi Circles

Small Natural Rainbow

L=37 cm, H= 0,8cm
11 pieces
Recommended Age: 1+

L = 10,5 cm
6 pieces
Recommended Age: 3+
The warm alder wood gives the
little rainbow its lively and unique
structure.

We have made our little
wooden train as a construction game, so it can
sometimes race over the
rails as a modern high
speed train or be a more
nostalgic-looking locomotive.
We are already looking
forward to the many travel
stories that our construction
toy train will soon tell!

Majestic

A wonderful building set in a
wooden frame that combines
organic shapes in oiled natural
wood and colourful geometric
shapes.
The Majestic Building Set is
more than a tribute to an
endangered animal.
With this set, we wish to bring
a little HAKUNA MATATA into
your life. The saying originates
from the African Swahili language and means „There is no
difficulty“ or „Do not worry“

„Strength - serenity - loyalty symbolise the king
of the animals, who is dependent on the life in
the pack“

How the rainbow lion
came to be
As you all know, we love
nature and are very lucky
to live in one of the most
beautiful hiking regions in
Germany.

10208

Building Set Rainbow Lion
Frame L=44,5 cm,
27 pieces, H=30/40mm
Recommended Age: 3+

Here in the Swabian Alps,
numerous stories and
legends exist around a
symbolic lion, and the lion
symbol can be found on
many hiking paths in the
region.
With Simba, our four-yearold male dog, we like to be
on these beautiful hiking
trails and listen to each
ones individual story.
The special path markings
in the form of a lion‘s head
accompany you uphill and
down dale, through forests
and across meadows, and
so this simple signpost
inspired this magnificent
construction kit in the form
of a rainbow lion

firetheimagination@sympatico.ca
Fire the Imagination t: 1-888-780-0864 www.firetheimagination.ca

